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the neuform acoustic sliding doorsets 
 

 
 

The doorsets are available with 32, 37 and 42 dB ac oustic performance. 
 
They can be supplied with timber, steel and alumini um frames. 
 
All surface finishes are possible - HPL laminates, wooden veneers, paint finish and 
stained veneers. 
 
All door leaf edges are possible to be made - polyu rethane edges, massive wooden 
blocks etc. 
 
The doorset is available with manual and automatic opening function. It will always 
be supplied completely with all components, also wi th the automatic driving 
system. 

sonor -slide  
the sliding doorset with 
acoustic rates of 32, 37 
and 42 dB 



 
 

Acoustic sliding doorset, running in front of the w all. 
 

Wall types: brick and concrete walls, gypsum cardboard walls 
 

Frames: � 2parted steel or stainless-steel frames with 1.5 mm thick steel plate, 
panel widths 60/60 mm, bending to the wall 25 mm 

� neuform VARIANT frame with panel widths 60/60 mm 
 

Door leaves: � acoustic rate 32 dB 
  leaf type "K" , 50 mm thick, flush, approx. 31 kg/m² 
 

� acoustic rate 37 dB 
  leaf type "K8" , 50 mm thick, flush, approx. 31 kg/m² 
 

� acoustic rate 42 dB 
  leaf type "Q" , 70 mm thick, flush, approx. 50 kg/m², with sealing on 

3 sides and drop-seal 
 

Leaf edges: � massive wood between the MDF 
� massive wood to hide the MDF 
� foil edge 
� veneer edge 
� ABS edge 
� polyurethane edge 

 

Leaf surface: veneered, paint finished, stained, HPL 
 

Vision panels: rectangular, round, flush glass bars, flush glazing plano 
 

Ironmongery: light and low-noise sliding door hanging system, tested for leaf 
weights up to 200 kg, with aluminium profile to be assembled to the 
wall 

 

Lock: mortise lock for sliding doors with rod going to top edge, mandrel 100 
mm, stainless-steel faceplate 

 

Strike: special striking plate of stainless-steel for top-locking 



 
 

 
The sonor-slide completes the neuform program of 
� fire and smoke-protection doors 
� acoustic doors 
� safety doors 
� radiation-protection doors 
� wet room doors 
� sonor-venti 
� planoglass 
� doors with polyurethane edges 
� the VARIANT frame with wall thickness tolerance. 
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Weißendorfer Strasse 7 
07937 Zeulenroda-Triebes 

Phone (Export) +49 36628 695 123 
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